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SUMMARY 
 
The paper focuses on the effects of Soil-Structure Interaction (SSI) in seismic fragility analysis of 
reinforced concrete (RC) bridges, considering the vulnerability of multiple critical components of 
the bridge and different modelling approaches for soil-foundation and bridge-embankment 
interactions. A two-step procedure, based on the introduction of springs and dashpots at the pier 
foundations and the abutment to account for inertial and kinematic SSI effects, is incorporated 
into a component-based methodology for the derivation of bridge-specific fragility curves. The 
proposed methodology is applied for quantifying the fragility of a typical highway overpass at 
both the component and system level, while the effect of alternative procedures (of varying 
complexity) for modelling foundation and abutment boundary conditions is critically assessed. 
The rigorous SSI modelling method is compared with simpler methods and the results show that 
consideration of SSI may only slightly affect the probability of system failure, depending on the 
modelling assumptions made. However, soil-structure interaction may have a notable effect on 
component fragility, especially for the more critical damage states. This is an observation that is 
commonly overlooked when assessing the structural performance at the system level and can be 
particularly important when component fragility is an issue, e.g. when designing a retrofit 
scheme. 
 
Keywords: bridges, fragility curves, soil-structure interaction, embankment compliance, foundation, 
component demand 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Field evidence from past earthquakes indicates that soil-structure interaction (SSI) effects can 
modify the dynamic response and hence affect the seismic performance of bridges [1]. Although 
SSI effects have long attracted the interest of the scientific community worldwide, and several 
thorough solutions are currently available, there is still ambiguity regarding the effect of soil-
structure interaction on the seismic response of bridges, as documented by the conflicting findings 
of numerous research studies. Interaction of soil-bridge systems is inherently a case-dependent, 
multi-parametric problem and its impact (either favourable or unfavourable) on the system 
performance is uncertain, depending on numerous parameters such as structural characteristics, 
foundation type, soil stiffness [2], structure-to-soil stiffness [3], as well as frequency content, 
duration and intensity of the earthquake ground motion [4]. Given the significant epistemic and 
aleatory uncertainty associated with the aforementioned parameters, a reliable consideration of SSI 
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effects requires detailed analytical models, incorporating all major parameters describing the 
physical problem and all critical structural components of the system studied. 
Different types of interactions need to be considered during seismic analysis of bridges, namely 
soil-foundation-pier [5,6], deck-abutment and abutment-embankment [7–13], while strong 
coupling between soil conditions and the spatially variable ground motions strongly affect longer 
bridges [14]. Depending on the system under consideration, soil-foundation-pier interaction may 
consist in soil-pile or pile-soil-pile (i.e., pile-group) interaction for bridges with deep foundations, 
while a more simplified approach can typically be adopted for shallow foundations [5], based on 
wave propagation formulations. Both inertial and kinematic interactions are considered, through 
closed-form relationships for the evaluation of the foundation dynamic impedance and the 
calculation of the corresponding, frequency-dependent, spring and dashpot element properties. 
Interaction between the abutments and the approach embankments of the bridge is also 
considered in some studies [15], its effect being naturally more pronounced in the case of integral 
abutments. A refined methodology for the consideration of bridge-embankment interaction 
effects was put forward in [7], involving both analytical solutions and computational procedures, 
with a view to providing reliable estimates of the dynamic response of the bridge while accounting 
for the effect of embankments on dynamic response. The pertinent boundary conditions, as well 
as the soil degradation under increasing shear deformation were thoroughly investigated.  
Due to the significant uncertainty associated with the dynamic interplay between the 
characteristics of ground motion, soil and structure, as well as the constitutive models adopted and 
the mechanical properties used, fragility analysis is widely used for the assessment of seismic 
performance of structures, on the basis of the probability of reaching distinct damage states under 
various levels of earthquake intensity. Both capacity (in terms of damage threshold values) and 
(seismic) demand are estimated in terms of the selected engineering demand parameter(s), EDP, for 
critical components and/or the entire system, within a probabilistic framework. The latter entails a 
holistic quantification of uncertainties in capacity, demand, and damage state definition. Soil-
structure interaction strongly affects elastic and inelastic demand, since it accounts for radiation 
damping due to geometric dissipation of waves and subsequent increase in system damping [16], 
ground motion filtering, particularly in high frequencies, and elongation of the periods of 
vibration. Capacity may also be implicitly affected by SSI as the hierarchy of failure depends on 
the integrity of the foundation and the sequence of soil- and structure-related failure modes. 
Furthermore, the capacity of piers is also affected by soil compliance due to the elastic boundary 
conditions.   
  Several studies have addressed the effect of SSI on fragility analysis of buildings [17,18], and 
bridges [2,16,19,20,21]. These effects are more pronounced in the case of stiff structures located 
on soft soils [3], as well as in the case of bridges having relatively light superstructure and heavy 
substructure, regardless of the soil stiffness. Consideration of SSI effects was also found to be 
important for seismically isolated bridges [21] and for bridge foundations with small rotational 
stiffness around their transverse axis. The importance of SSI consideration was further related to 
ratio of the period of the structure to the predominant period of the ground motion [3], as well as 
its frequency content [4,23,24] 
A breadth of different modelling approaches for SSI effects have also been explored, varying 
from simple equivalent force-deformation (P-y) soil springs [24,25], to detailed 3D finite elements 
[16], involving (a) linear or nonlinear, static or dynamic lumped springs estimated either from 
conventional, analytical, pile analysis, experimental investigations or 2D/3D finite element analysis 
of foundations or, (b) detailed 3D finite element models of the entire soil-foundation-bridge 
system [4,20,22,26]. In general, consideration of SSI effects in fragility analysis of bridges resulted 
in reduction of component and system probability of failure [4,22] due to reduced structural 
demand, with the exception of isolated bridges [27].   
The motivation for the study present herein is to challenge the perception that consideration of 
soil-structure interaction effects reduce the probability of failure of a bridge under earthquake 
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loading as this effectively implies that SSI effects are probabilistically beneficial and contradicts the 
outcome of numerous deterministic studies that have revealed cases wherein not only the 
interaction between soil-foundation and superstructure was critical, but also led to extensive 
bridge damage and even collapse [28].   
This study aims to revisit the problem through a detailed SSI modelling approach, based on a 
two-step procedure for the definition of equivalent springs and dashpots at the foundations and 
the abutment-backfill interface, which can be incorporated in a component-based methodology 
for the derivation of bridge-specific fragility curves. Notably, equal emphasis is given to the (local) 
component and the (global) system probability of failure. The rigorous procedure is compared 
with different simplified ones commonly adopted in bridge assessment, and the effect of simple 
and complex modelling on the estimated seismic demand, and eventually the fragility, is evaluated. 
The methodology is applied to an actual concrete bridge, to investigate the effect of considering 
and/or ignoring SSI in seismic fragility analysis of the bridge, and to comparatively assess 
alternative modelling approaches. Based on the obtained results, it can be concluded that SSI 
effects can modify the dynamic response, as well as the seismic performance at both component 
and system level.  
2. METHODOLOGY FOR ASSESSING THE FRAGILITY OF BRIDGES 
CONSIDERING NONLINEAR SSI EFFECTS   
2.1 Overview 
The general principles for the consideration of SSI effects are common for both foundation-soil 
and abutment-embankment interactions. In this regard, two different types of interaction are 
mainly identified [13,29,30]: (a) Kinematic interaction, related to deformations imposed by the soil 
to the structural elements of the substructure, (b) Dynamic (inertial) interaction, related to the 
effect of the superstructure inertial forces on the substructure elements. These definitions are also 
valid in the case of bridge-embankment interaction effects, as both kinematic and inertial 
interaction may also be identified in a similar way, with due consideration of the embankment 
mass mobilization as well as the soil flexibility under increasing shear strain [7].  
Soil-foundation interaction effects (inertial and kinematic) in shallow foundations were studied in 
[31,32], among other studies, for a broad range of geometric configurations and soil 
characteristics. Based on a simplified foundation modelling approach involving springs and 
dashpots, modification factors were proposed to relate dynamic and static stiffness, along with 
frequency-dependent parameters to define the complex dynamic impedance matrix.        
The methodology proposed herein to assess the vulnerability of bridges utilises the model for 
bridge-embankment interaction effects in [7,15] developed for typical US highway overcrossings 
with integral abutments (monolithic connection of the abutment to the deck). According to this 
method, the embankment is analysed using first principles, based on soil constitutive properties, 
imposed boundary conditions, and ground motion characteristics. From the results of such 
analyses, specific elements for SSI (masses, springs, dashpots) are developed, which can be directly 
introduced in the finite element model of the bridge. For the derivation of bridge-specific fragility 
curves the component-based methodology introduced in [33] is utilised herein; it is outlined in 
Figure 1. The successive steps consist in: (a) defining case-dependent component capacity and 
threshold limit state values for the quantification of damage at component level, (b) ad-hoc 
selection of earthquake ground motion, (c) refined modelling of nonlinear effects in both the soil 
and the superstructure and (d) uncertainty treatment in the frame of fragility analysis.  
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed methodology for bridge-specific fragility curves including SSI effects 
2.2 Bridge Component Capacity and associated Uncertainties 
Bridge piers, abutments, and bearings (Figure 2) are considered as the critical components for the 
system’s seismic performance. The prestressed concrete deck is assumed to remain elastic and the 
pier-foundation system is considered capacity-designed, so that plastic hinges are not expected to 
form at the foundation level. Capacity is defined at component level, accounting for the effect of 
different geometric, material, loading and member detailing parameters on component strength 
and ductility and, eventually, damage threshold value.  
As described in [33], global engineering demand parameters are used for the quantification of 
component damage, accounting for different failure modes and boundary conditions. However, 
local to global demand parameter mapping is performed in order to describe global damage in 
qualitative terms. On the basis of the above, limit state (damage) thresholds for the various limit 
states considered in fragility analysis are defined for every component in terms of the displacement 
of the control point, as shown in Table 1. 
 
Figure 2: Critical components for fragility analysis 
Damage of the bridge piers is initially defined at section level, using local demand parameters 
(section curvature), related to experimentally estimated damage (e.g. crack widths) based on 
existing recommendations [33]. Subsequently, threshold limit state values are expressed at 
component level in terms of a global demand parameter, namely displacement of the control 
point, using closed-form relationships proposed in [33], which have the form of equation (1). 
These were derived on the basis of regression of pushover analysis results for the piers, 
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considering different possible failure modes (flexure and shear) as depicted in Figure 3, while 
different boundary conditions (connection of the pier to the deck) were additionally accounted 
for, relating the displacement of the contraflexure point (tip of equivalent cantilever) to that at the 
top of the restrained pier (Figure 4). Regarding pier foundation, fixity conditions were adopted 
during inelastic pushover analysis for limit state threshold definition, an approach consistent with 
the assumption that in the common case of simplified SSI modelling, the values of linear springs 
calculated for shallow foundation (case of stiff soil) or pile foundation (case of soft soil) are 
typically high, i.e. close to fixity. It is noted that these fixity conditions refer to the threshold limit 
state definition in the framework of an automated procedure that permits the assessment of 
bridge-specific fragility. It would have been impossible to define parametrically classes of limit 
state thresholds accounting for all possible bridge pier geometries and properties, along with all 
possible SSI cases, affected by foundation configurations and soil conditions. Nevertheless, soil-
structure interaction is fully taken into consideration in the holistic finite element model involving 
both the dynamic stiffness matrix of the abutment-embankment and the pier-foundation-subsoil 
boundary conditions. The effect of defining the damage thresholds for the piers using the fixed 
pier model was quantified for the presented case study (see section 3.3.1) and it was found that 
this is a legitimate simplification in the frame of the proposed procedure. 
Table 1: Limit state thresholds for critical structural components 
 
The closed-form relationship used for the estimation of limit state thresholds has the form of eq. 
(1) below. Parameters α1-α6 are defined on the basis of regression analysis and depend on the pier 
section type (cylindrical, rectangular, hollow sections, etc.). As already mentioned, the use of the 
proposed relationship, ensures that the effect of different section types, as well as geometric, 
material, loading and reinforcement parameters on component capacity and threshold limit state 
values are accounted for. Threshold values calculated using eq. (1) refer to the equivalent 
cantilever; the level of the contraflexure point should be defined (pier top to bottom moment 
ratio) in order to relate them to threshold values of the restrained pier, as described in Figure 4.  
1 4 1 2 3 4 5 6
~ exp[ ln / ln ln( ) (v) ( ) ( ) ( )/ ln ln ]
oc y w l
D H f Lf                  
   
(1) 
For the quantification of abutment and bearing damage, limit state thresholds are defined in 
terms of displacement of the component control point, based on experimental results and other 
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information from the literature, as described in [33]. In particular, threshold displacement values 
for abutments and bearings are related to the gap size and backwall height and shear strain, 
respectively (Table 1).  Component capacity and limit state thresholds are defined accounting for 
the structure-specific parameters and properties; moreover, uncertainty in capacity (βc) and limit 
state definition (βLS) should also be considered. The latter depend on component type and the 
selected demand parameter, and are quantified in [33]. Specifically, regarding bridge piers, mean 
and standard deviation values are assumed for key random variables, namely, material strengths, 
ultimate concrete strain and plastic hinge length. Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) is used to 
generate N statistically different yet nominally identical pier samples and analysis results are 
processed in order to calculate βc values for each limit state. For the case of bearings and 
abutments, the uncertainty in capacity is quantified considering the range of limit state values 
proposed in the literature and calculating the dispersion assuming lognormal distribution 
(uncertainty in limit state definition). 
 
 
Figure 3: Limit state threshold on pushover curve considering both flexural and shear failure mode. 
 
Figure 4: Top displacement of the restrained pier correlated to displacement of contraflexure point. 
2.3 Earthquake ground motion selection for Incremental Dynamic and Fragility 
Analysis  
2.3.1 Challenges 
Commonly, Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) [37] is used for the purposes of fragility 
assessment, hence, a series of nonlinear response history analyses are conducted within a wide 
range of the Intensity Measure (IM) adopted (typically 0≤ag≤1g for peak ground acceleration or 
0≤ Sa(T1) ≤2.5g when the spectral acceleration at the fundamental period T1 is used). Ground 
motion selection is therefore either based on (a) a wide, as needed, range of IM and a quite 
relaxed, if any, scenario of soil class, magnitude and source-to-site distance (known as M-R pair) 
that would permit an adequate number of eligible records, or, (b) on a bounded set of M, R and 
soil criteria that generally lead to a smaller sample that is inevitably appropriately scaled.  
Both the above procedures, entail several subjective assumptions that undermine the reliability of 
the site amplification and the structural response estimates sought and naturally propagate to the 
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fragility estimates as well. In the first case, (i.e., selection without scaling) it is almost impossible to 
form an unbiased ensemble of motions particularly in cases of higher intensity motions in softer 
soil profiles (for instance C or D according to Eurocode 8) as the number of available records is 
rather limited. The latter is due to the fact that softer soils behave nonlinearly even for small-to-
moderate ground motions, thus leading to generally lower amplification factors. Often, this 
effectively drives the decision to the second approach (involving record scaling), which is even 
more subjective especially for large scaling factors [36] and potentially leads to erroneous results in 
both structural response [37] and soil amplification. The reason in this case is that weak motions 
correspond to either low magnitude - short distance, or large magnitude – long distance pairs, as 
well as linear elastic, or moderately inelastic soil response, hence, significant scaling generates an 
unrealistic set of ground motions with unrealistic frequency, waveform and duration 
characteristics.  
To address this issue, an alternative to the Multiple Stripe Analysis [38] is introduced, first 
utilising different M-R and PGA (ag) criteria for low-to-moderate, medium-to-strong and high 
earthquake intensities, namely: 
 Sub-set 1(weak to moderate motions): 0≤ag≤0.4g, M<6.5, R≤30 km 
 Sub-set 2 (strong, far-field, motions): 0.4<ag≤0.8g M≥6.5, R≥30km,  
 Sub-set 3 (very strong, near field, motions): 0.8<ag≤1.0g, M≥6.5, R≤30 km.  
To further create a set of motions with unbiased representation of soil nonlinearity, the selection 
is performed at bedrock level (i.e., corresponding to soil A according to the Eurocode 8 
classification), while a 1-Dimensional, nonlinear site response analysis is conducted to generate the 
foundation-exciting ground motions.   
It is noted that the above procedure is applicable when the interest is in developing fragility 
curves for a specific bridge class in any seismic environment. In an actual case where the fragility is 
sought for a specific bridge in a given site, ad-hoc probabilistic seismic hazard assessment is 
needed. Then, given the disaggregation of seismic hazard to the Magnitude and source-to-site 
distance R that dominates the hazard, the appropriate ground motion sample is defined solely on 
the basis of the dominant M-R pair. Again, motions recorded on rock soil are to be selected as 
local site conditions are explicitly taken into consideration through site response analysis. 
2.3.2 Ground motion selection at the bedrock level 
The first edition of the earthquake NGA record database developed by PEER is used here as the 
seed database for the selection process [39]; it includes a total of 3557 sets of three-component 
earthquake records. The ground motion selection is performed in two different stages. First, a 
preliminary selection is made for bedrock/rock conditions (Vs30>800m/s) for each of the three 
M-R pairs (herein: group 1: M≤6.5, group 2: M≥6.5, R≥30, group 3: M≥6.5, R≤30), followed by a 
computational search for optimum spectral matching. Herein, the divergence of the mean spectra 
of the selected horizontal ground motion suite from the target response spectrum is considered as 
the optimality criterion. The overall selection problem can then take the following mixed discrete 
– continuous optimization form: 
 
 
2
1
1
,
1
min ( , )
2
M
j j i jN
j
Tar i
i
S Sa n
f Sa
M


 
  
   
 
 
 

S n          (2)
 
subject to:
 
maxmin SSS j   
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1max  jnn  
where { }n Z is the identification of each ground motion in the database space Z of the 
available motions,  ,j iSa n  is the spectral acceleration of the n
th ground motion set from the 
reduced database for the Ti  period,  Tar iSa   is the target spectral acceleration of the same period 
Ti , Sj is the scaling factor of each ground motion, Smin and Smax are the user-defined, minimum and 
maximum limits of acceptable scaling (herein set to 0.4 and 2.5, respectively) and nmax is the 
number of the ground motions included in the database. Additionally, M is the number of ground 
motions within a suite, while N is the number of discrete period values within a specific range and 
discretization (i.e., 0-4sec at an interval of ΔT=0.02sec). 
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Figure 5: Response spectra of the selected ground motions for Eurocode 8, Type I,  Soil A target 
response spectrum: Sub-set 1 (0≤ag≤0.4g, M≤6.7, top left), Sub-set 2 (0.4<ag≤0.8g M≥6.5, R≥30km, top 
right) and Sub-set 3 (0.8<ag≤1.0g, M≥6.5, R≤30km, bottom).  
Due the governing combinatorial nature of the optimization problem, a basic search algorithm is 
implemented for the approximate solution of the problem with the goal criterion being the 
selection of the appropriate number of ground motions for each M-R pair. A greedy search 
algorithm is used at each domain state of the search and all possible steps are valued according to 
a heuristic function to select the most efficient state for expansion. The search iterates until a goal 
state is included in the possible steps of expansion. For this particular case, the heuristic employed 
for the selection of the ground motions has the following form: 
   
 
2
,
1
, ,1
( )
2 1
N
opt j i mean j i
Tar i
i
S Sa n S n k
h n Sa
k
     
   
 
        (3)
 
where { }n ,  being the reduced subspace of the available motions domain Z,  ,j iSa n  is 
defined as previously,  , ,mean j iS n  is the mean spectral acceleration for the period Ti  of the so 
far selected and scaled ground motions,  Tar iSa   is the targeted spectral acceleration for the Ti 
period, k is the number of the so far selected ground motions (i.e., number of states expanded so 
far) and optS is the scaling factor value for which the contribution of a specific n ground motion is 
optimal. As a result, for the calculation of the heuristic function of each possible step the solution 
( optS ) of the following constrained quadratic optimization problem is essential, hence: 
   
 
2
,
1
, ,1
min ( )
2 1
N
j i mean j i
Tar i
i
S Sa n S n k
f S Sa
k
     
   
 
        (4) 
 
again, subject to min maxS S S  . Due to the nature of the one-dimension linear constrained 
quadratic optimization sub-problem, an analytical solution is accomplished by directly calculating 
the unconstrained optimal of the problem and projecting the solution to the bound constrains for 
the calculation of the heuristic value of each possible step of a state.  
The Eurocode 8, Type I elastic spectrum for soil class A is used as the target spectrum for the 
selection optimization process, the matching being illustrated in Figure 5. Having selected 10 
individual ground motions for each of the three sub-sets, limited scaling is performed within the 
sub-sets in order to populate the ground motion sample at an interval of 0.1g within each range 
(0<ag≤0.4g, 0.4<ag≤0.8g, 0.8<ag≤1.0g). This effectively resulted in the final sample of 100 ground 
motions at the bedrock level (10 records of sub-set 1 × 4 intervals, plus 10 records of sub-set 2 × 
4 intervals plus 10 records of sub-set 3 × 2 intervals) to be used for fragility analysis, subsequent 
to site response analysis. 
2.3.3 Site Response 
Site response analysis is performed numerically with the open-source software Opensees [40]. A 
1-Dimensional soil column simulation is performed for each of the 100 bedrock records of the 
sample using the soil models and solid-fluid fully coupled elements of Opensees [41] and the 
corresponding suite of 100 surface motions is generated.  
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Figure 6: Generation of the earthquake ground motion ensemble   
2.4 Soil-bridge interaction 
2.4.1 Soil-foundation-pier interaction 
The types of SSI effects considered in the proposed methodology are soil-pier foundation and 
embankment soil-bridge interaction, both strongly related to the frequency content of the input 
motion. In this regard, detailed computational procedures are implemented for ground motion 
selection (see §2.3), which has inevitably different frequency content but also different duration 
(and ability to drive soil nonlinearities) given the distinct target earthquake magnitude and source-
to-site distance of the three subsets. Translational, rotational and coupled terms of the dynamic 
stiffness at the pier-foundation interface are derived based on analytical solutions for surface [5] or 
pile foundations [42] (among others) and the predominant frequency of excitation, expressed in 
terms of the mean frequency [43]: 
 
2
2 1/
i
i
m
i i
i
C
f
C f



                         (5) 
where Ci are the Fourier amplitude coefficients, fi are the discrete fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
frequencies between 0.25 Hz ≤ fi ≤ 20 Hz and Δf ≤ 0.05 Hz is the frequency interval used in the 
FFT. 
2.4.2 Abutment-embankment interaction 
Embankment soil-bridge interaction is considered using the methodology proposed in [15]. 
Detailed modelling of bridge embankments involves spring, dashpot, lumped mass and gap 
elements, needed for the consideration of kinematic resistance, damping, and mobilised mass. The 
separation between backfill and abutments, as well as the opening of the bridge joints, are also be 
dully considered. It should be noted that gap elements need to be utilised not only to model 
seismic joints in the longitudinal direction but also to secure that only compression forces will be 
transmitted from the backfill to the abutment and vice-versa (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: Schematic representation of the proposed embankment modelling approach for: (a) longitudinal 
direction and (b) transverse direction 
  
Figure 8. Simplified deck-pier-abutment substructure and embankment models [44]. 
 
The proposed analytical approach for considering bridge-embankment interaction, consists of 
the following steps:  
 Step a: Compilation of the earthquake ground motion sample (already accomplished for 
the entire bridge) 
 Step b1: Determination of the structural characteristics of the bridge (superstructure and 
substructure) in terms of kinematic resistances and contributing masses, assigned to the 
end nodes (Figure 8), to be used as boundary conditions for foundation and 
embankments in the analytical embankment solution of the next step (b2). The above 
characteristics depend on the deformation shape, as well as the ground motion intensity 
level. The assumption of rigid body deformation is initially made, whereas a trial and 
error procedure [15] is used to verify that the deformation pattern postulated in this step 
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is compatible with the derived deformations for the current level of earthquake intensity 
provided in steps b2 and b3.  
 Step b2: Based on the two previous steps, analytical solutions for the embankments are 
derived according to [7]. Embankment characteristics are provided as a function of the 
soil constitutive properties, as well as the frequency content of the input motion (step a) 
and the imposed boundary conditions (step b1). For the earthquake intensity level 
considered, a convergent shear modulus value “G” is evaluated based on the recorded 
shear strain levels.  
 Step b3: A simplified structural model of the bridge is set up, wherein the embankment 
characteristics of the previous step are assigned to the abutment nodes utilising the 
aforementioned SSI elements, i.e. concentrated masses, springs, dashpots, and also gap 
elements to model joints.   
Deformations derived using the computational model of the previous step, are used for the 
verification of the postulated scheme (step b1); adjustments are made wherever required; in 
particular, in the usual case that derived deformations are different from the postulated ones, 
embankment properties are modified until convergence [15].  
The embankment critical length cL  
is taken equal to the wing-wall length wallwingL  . Ultimately, 
the dynamic and kinematic characteristics of the embankment are evaluated for each of the 
selected input motion scenarios from:   
  
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* ),(
                      (8) 
where *
embM  is the embankment lumped mass attached on the deck, 
*
embK  is the embankment 
stiffness contributions to the deck–pier–abutment substructure model, *
emb  is the generalized 
system excitation factor,  H is the equivalent embankment height, cB the equivalent embankment 
width,  soil density and ),( yz the embankment deformation shape in both z and y axes, as 
defined in [15]. 
 2.5 Seismic demand and associated uncertainties 
A detailed inelastic structural model is developed to perform inelastic response-history analyses 
for the selected earthquake ground motions and various levels of earthquake intensity (PGA 
0.1~1.0g), with a view to deriving fragility curves. As already mentioned in §2.3.3, site response 
analysis is performed for the estimation of surface ground motions, based on bedrock record 
selection. The variation of the PGA value between the bedrock and soil surface is illustrated in 
Figure 9. It is clear that the higher the intensity of ground motion, the lower the site amplification 
due to soil nonlinearity. In contrast, for low intensities, soil response is elastic and hence the 
amplification, as anticipated, higher. 
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Figure 9. Variation of PGA value between bedrock and soil surface 
 
Statistically different, yet nominally identical bridge realizations are considered, assuming 
distributions and CV values proposed in [33] for selected random variables (see Table 2) and 
applying Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS). Since normal distribution was adopted for material 
strengths, it was verified that the three-sigma rule of thumb was satisfied, hence ensuring that 
99.7% of values were treated; moreover it was checked that no negative values resulted from the 
sampling (actually the lowest concrete strength in the LHS was 12.5 MPa). LHS is performed 
simultaneously on structural properties and ground motion records as described in [45] and 
illustrated in Figure 9. A sample size N=100 is used here, while every bridge realization is paired 
with the group of 10 earthquake ground motions selected, whereas 10 earthquake intensities are 
considered resulting in a total of 1000 analyses (100 sample size paired with 10 ground motion 
records x 10 intensities). Since sample size (N) is greater than the number of earthquake motions 
(M), records are simply recycled [45] as shown in Figure 10. Based on the results of inelastic 
response-history analysis for various levels of earthquake intensity, seismic demand at the control 
point of every component (e.g. the top of the pier) is calculated. Assuming lognormal distribution, 
statistical analysis of results is performed, estimating the mean and standard deviation (βd) for 
every critical component. Since mean and standard deviation are calculated on the basis of Monte 
Carlo simulation, the confidence interval (upper and lower bounds) is calculated (for the selected 
confidence level, i.e. 5% or 95%), based on analysis results and equation (9) (α: the confidence 
level, σ: standard deviation, n: sample size) 
/2
:
a
CI x z n 
               
(9) 
Table 2: Assumed distributions of random variables for estimation of uncertainty in demand (case study 
bridge) 
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Figure 10: Estimation of uncertainty in seismic demand. 
 2.6 Fragility analysis of the bridge system 
Using the procedure described in the previous sections, component capacity and demand, as well 
as probability of failure, i.e., probability that seismic demand exceeds a specific limit (damage) state 
threshold for various levels of earthquake intensity, are initially estimated at the component level. 
Assuming a series connection between components for system fragility evaluation, the damage 
threshold for the entire bridge is the lowest PGA value for any component. A differentiation is 
made in the case of the “collapse” limit state; only piers or abutments are considered to trigger the 
latter limit state, nevertheless the case of unseating is also considered.  
System fragility curves are plotted for the limit states considered, assuming lognormal 
distribution. As already mentioned, mean values (threshold values in PGA terms) are calculated 
for each limit state and each component, whereas the system’s damage threshold is defined as the 
lowest component value for every limit state. Likewise, standard deviation (total uncertainty value 
βtot) is initially estimated at component level based on the uncertainty in component capacity (βc), 
limit state definition (βLS) and seismic demand (βd), according to eq. (2) and under the simplifying 
assumption of statistical independence [33].  
Regarding the bridge system, the total uncertainty is related to the structural system; in particular, 
it is governed by pier (total) uncertainty for the case of monolithic bridge to deck connection, by 
bearings for simply-supported bridges and by abutments in single-span bridges. Either the same 
(according to the structural system) or different (according to the most critical component) βtot 
value may be used for deriving the system fragility curve for each limit state, however the use of a 
uniform βtot value for all limit states is frequently adopted (also done herein), in order to avoid 
intersection of fragility curves. In this case, 2 2 2tot c d LS       to account for all sources of 
uncertainty simultaneously.  
                                                       
         
3. CASE STUDY  
3.1 Overview 
The methodology described in the previous section for deriving bridge-specific fragility curves 
considering SSI effects, is applied to a typical three-span overpass (T7) of Egnatia Motorway (N. 
Greece). The total length of the bridge is 99 m, consisting of a 45 m central span and two 27 m 
outer spans. The longitudinal slope of the bridge axis is constant and equal to 7% (Figure 11). The 
deck consists of a 10 m wide prestressed concrete box girder section, while the two piers, having a 
solid circular reinforced concrete section with diameter equal to 2 m, are monolithically connected 
to the deck. The heights of the left and the right pier are 7.9 m and 9.3 m, respectively, while two 
series of 48 longitudinal bars of 25 mm diameter are spaced equally around the section perimeter. 
The transverse reinforcement consists of an outer spiral of 14 mm diameter an inner 16 m one, 
both spaced at 75 mm. 
Random Variable Distribution Mean CV 
fc normal 28 MPa 18% 
fy normal 506 MPa 8% 
gap size (x/y) normal 10/15 cm 20% 
bearings uniform G=0.9 MPa 22% 
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Figure 11: Case study overpass (T7 Bridge) 
 
The deck is supported on seat type abutments with a backwall height equal to 2 m, through two 
elastomeric bearings (350mm×450mm×136mm). Joints of 100 mm and 150 mm width separate 
the deck from the abutment along the longitudinal and the transverse direction, respectively. The 
foundation rests on surface footings given the moderately stiff soil formations corresponding to 
class B according to Eurocode 8. The pier footings are 9.0 m long by 8.0 m wide and 2.0 m thick, 
while the footings supporting the abutments are 12.0m×4.5m×1.5m. A general overview of the 
bridge configuration is shown in Figure 12 (bridge model). Earthquake ground motions are 
selected according to the optimization procedure presented in Section 2.3.2 setting the maximum 
permissible scaling factor to 2.0. Site response is performed assuming, for simplicity, a uniform 
clay profile with γ=0.022 ΜΝ/m3, soil density ρ=1.8 t/m3, undrained strength cu=0.25 MPa, and 
friction angle φ=0. 
 
 
Figure 12: Geometry, pier and deck properties of case study bridge. 
3.2 Alternative modelling of soil-structure interaction effects   
The effect of different modelling approaches considering the foundation and abutment boundary 
conditions is explored, assuming three different alternatives, namely: (a) fixed foundations and 
abutments (ignoring SSI), (b) simplified SSI consideration, using lumped linear springs for the 
pier-foundation interface as well as linear springs for the abutment-embankment simulation 
calculated according to [5] and [46] (Figure 13), and (c) detailed SSI consideration using 
translational and rotational dynamic springs and dashpots for modelling of soil-pier foundation 
interaction as well as lumped springs, masses and dashpots for modelling embankment soil-bridge 
interaction, based on the methodology presented in Section 2. The effect of the three modelling 
alternatives will be assessed on the basis of the derived fragility curves.  
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The embankment critical length and embankment height are both equal to 7.0 m. Furthermore, 
considering that boundary conditions for the embankment motion are defined by the abutments, 
the deformation shape was assumed as a function of height (i.e., )(),( zyz  ). Backfill-
abutment and abutment-deck gap element properties are defined according to the literature [46].  
The moment-curvature diagram of the plastic hinge at the bottom of the left pier is depicted in 
Figure 14, with and without the effect of soil compliance. It is noted that rocking of the pier 
around its base, leads to reduced curvature and seismic energy dissipation at the location of the 
plastic hinge. 
 
 
Figure 13: Structural model of case study bridge (OpenSees) with simplified consideration of SSI (lumped 
linear springs). 
 
 
Figure 14: Moment-curvature diagram at pier base location with and without SSI consideration 
(longitudinal direction) 
3.3 Fragility of the bridge studied with and without SSI consideration 
3.3.1 Overview 
Fragility curves of the benchmark bridge are derived according to the component-based 
methodology described in sections 2.5-2.6. Inelastic response history analyses are conducted in the 
form of IDA, for each of the three SSI modelling alternatives and fragility curves for critical 
components, namely piers, bearings and abutments, as well as for the bridge system, are 
calculated. It should be noted that, for this case study, soil damage is not accounted for in fragility 
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analysis, since pier base displacement and rotation were found to be below LS1 limits as described 
in [47], namely 25 mm and 0.2 rad respectively. 
 Uncertainty in seismic demand (βd) is calculated from statistical processing of inelastic analyses 
results (100 sample size paired with 10 ground motion records scaled to 10 intensities), under the 
assumption of lognormal distribution and is quantified at both component and system level, for all 
variants of the bridge model, with and without SSI consideration. The total uncertainty is 
calculated as 2 2 2
tot c d LS
      , considering the βc values for the piers and βLS values for piers, 
bearings and abutments as described in [33]. 
  As shown in Table 3, the effect of SSI on uncertainty is minor for piers and bearings, while a 
slight decrease is observed in the case of abutments (mean βd values for ag 0.1~1g). However, 
differences in βd values up to 21% for piers and bearings and up to 35% for abutments are 
recorded, including the uncertainty due to different modelling aspects (with and without SSI 
consideration) and due to record-to-record variability. Table 3 reports only the parameters for the 
longitudinal direction, but similar results were found for the transverse direction as well.  
Table 3: Uncertainty in demand with and without SSI consideration for the longitudinal direction 
Longitudinal Direction (without SSI)  
Componen
t 
βd 
(0.1g) 
βd 
(0.2g) 
βd 
(0.3g) 
βd 
(0.4g) 
βd 
(0.5g) 
βd 
(0.6g) 
βd 
(0.7g) 
βd 
(0.8g) 
βd 
(0.9g) 
βd 
(1.0g) 
βd βtot 
Piers 0.15 0.16 0.15 0.59 0.73 0.77 0.81 0.81 0.80 0.79 
0.5
8 
0.76 
Bearings 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.56 0.70 0.76 0.79 0.80 0.79 0.79 
0.5
7 
0.60 
Abutments 0.35 0.36 0.49 0.60 0.61 0.70 0.80 0.88 0.90 0.90 
0.6
6 
0.78 
Longitudinal Direction (detailed SSI)  
Componen
t 
βd 
(0.1g) 
βd 
(0.2g) 
βd 
(0.3g) 
βd 
(0.4g) 
βd 
(0.5g) 
βd 
(0.6g) 
βd 
(0.7g) 
βd 
(0.8g) 
βd 
(0.9g) 
βd 
(1.0g) 
βd βtot 
Piers 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.48 0.58 0.72 0.77 0.80 0.82 0.82 
0.5
4 
0.73 
Bearings 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.46 0.55 0.70 0.75 0.78 0.81 0.82 
0.5
3 
0.57 
Abutments 0.43 0.33 0.37 0.42 0.44 0.45 0.60 0.82 0.90 0.92 
0.5
7 
0.74 
 
The evolution of uncertainty in seismic demand values (βd) for two alternative cases, namely no 
SSI and detailed SSI consideration and ag ranging from 0.1 to 1g, is depicted in figures 15 and 16, 
regarding critical components and system, respectively. It is clear that both at component and 
system level, the uncertainty in seismic demand increases with earthquake intensity, especially for 
ag>0.4g. As expected, the SSI consideration affects mainly the abutment βd values, since a refined 
procedure for the consideration of bridge-embankment interaction is used at this case. Finally, it 
should be highlighted that the detailed SSI consideration may slightly increase βd values for 
ag>0.85g both on component and system level. 
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Figure 15: Uncertainty in seismic demand for critical components and different levels of earthquake 
intensity with and without SSI consideration (longitudinal direction) 
 
Figure 16: Uncertainty in seismic demand for bridge system and different levels of earthquake intensity 
with and without SSI consideration (longitudinal direction). 
Bridge system and component fragilities for the limit states considered and the alternative 
modelling assumptions, with and without consideration of SSI effects, are depicted in Figures 17 
to 21, while the limit state thresholds in PGA terms are presented in Table 4.  
Table 4: Limit state thresholds [PGAxmi (g)] for the longitudinal direction, assuming three alternative 
boundary conditions, with and without SSI consideration. 
 
As already mentioned in §2.2, the engineering demand parameter used for the limit state 
definition is the displacement of the component control point, while threshold values for LS1 to 
LS4 are calculated in displacement terms based on the methodology proposed for bridge-specific 
fragility analysis [33]. The selection of displacement as engineering demand parameter is discussed 
in §2.2. To assess the effect of SSI on the definition of damage states, fragility analysis considering 
local engineering demand parameters (namely φ and γ for piers and bearings respectively) that are 
not affected by SSI consideration, was additionally performed and the results regarding limit state 
thresholds at component and system level are presented in table 5; it is noted that the differences 
shown in the table do not include those that do not result from SSI (such as the effect of plastic 
Limit 
State 
Piers Bearings Abutments Bridge system 
PGAxmi (g) PGAxmi (g) PGAxmi (g) PGAxmi (g) 
 Fixed 
SSI 
sim 
SSI 
full 
Fixed 
SSI 
sim 
SSI 
full 
Fixed 
SSI 
sim 
SSI 
full 
Fixed 
SSI 
sim 
SSI 
full 
LS 1 0.41 0.38 0.45 0.19 0.18 0.19 − 0.62 0.47 0.19 0.18 0.19 
LS 2 0.57 0.54 0.60 0.62 0.66 0.67 − 0.82 0.70 0.57 0.54 0.60 
LS 3 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.92 − 0.86 0.90 0.87 0.86 0.88 
LS 4  1.11 1.16 1.20 1.02 1.02 1.08 − 0.94 0.98 1.11 0.94 0.98 
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hinge length on transforming local curvature to pier top displacement). The differences for the 
case study considered are below 7% for all cases (longitudinal and transverse direction), therefore 
the effect of SSI consideration, namely lateral displacement and foundation rotation on limit state 
threshold (capacity) estimation, is low, at least for the case study considered, and can be ignored 
for simplicity.    
 
 
 
Table 5: Limit state thresholds [PGAxmi (g)] considering two different engineering demand parameters 
(d,φ) for LS definition on component (pier) and system level.  
 
  
edp : Displacement of control 
point (d) 
edp : Curvature (φ) Difference(%) 
x-direction (g) x-direction(g) x-direction (g) 
C
o
m
p
o
n
e
n
t 
(P
ie
r)
 F
ra
g
il
it
y
 LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 
0.38 0.54 0.87 1.16 0.38 0.56 0.84 1.08 1% -4% 4% 7% 
y-direction (g) y-direction(g) y-direction (g) 
LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 
0.45 0.65 0.87 1.03 0.44 0.64 0.84 0.97 2% 2% 3% 6% 
S
y
st
e
m
 F
ra
g
il
it
y
 x-direction (g) x-direction(g) x-direction (g) 
LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 
0.18 0.54 0.86 0.94 0.18 0.56 0.85 0.93 1% -4% 1% 1% 
y-direction y-direction y-direction 
LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 
0.21 0.65 0.73 0.89 0.21 0.64 0.75 0.87 0% 2% 3% 2% 
3.3.2 Fragility at system level 
The effect of the three alternative modelling approaches (i.e., ignoring SSI, simplified SSI and refined/full SSI 
consideration) is compared in Figure 17 for the longitudinal and Figure 18 for the transverse direction.  
 
Figure 17: Fragility curves for bridge system (longitudinal direction) assuming three alternative boundary 
conditions, with and without SSI consideration. 
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Figure 18: Fragility curves for bridge system (transverse direction) assuming three alternative boundary 
conditions, with and without SSI consideration. 
 
It is seen that system fragility is only marginally affected for limit states LS1-LS3. The fragility 
estimates in the two extreme approaches (black line for support fixity and red dotted line for 
refined SSI modelling) do not differ by more than 5% for LS2, while they are almost identical for 
LS1 and LS3 in the longitudinal direction. It is only for the collapse probability (LS4) as well as 
LS3 in the case of transverse direction, and for high intensities (PGA>0.5g) that the difference is 
substantial (up to 30%). It is also interesting to observe that, at least at system level, full 
consideration of embankment-bridge and soil-pier interaction systematically leads to lower 
probabilities of damage, irrespectively of the limit state. The intermediate model where SSI effects 
are only accounted for through 6-DOF springs at the base of the middle piers may provide a less 
conservative estimate of damage for some limit states (e.g. up to 13% compared to detailed SSI 
model for LS2, PGA>0.5g in the longitudinal direction). This observation highlights the 
dependency of fragility prediction on the modelling approach adopted, which has already been 
noted in the literature [48].  
3.3.3  Fragility at component level 
Since SSI effects may affect the hierarchy of damage between various critical components of the 
bridge, it is appropriate to evaluate them at component level as well, in this case piers, bearings 
and abutments. Component-based assessment is of particular importance when fragility analysis is 
performed for retrofit purposes, prior or after an earthquake event. Similarly, to Figures 17-18, 
Figures 19-21 illustrate the predicted fragility of the bridge piers, bearings and abutments. The 
observations made at system level, are also valid for the piers and bearings, as refined 
consideration of SSI effects reduces in general the probability of failure. This observation is, 
however, to some extent misleading. The reason is that, as soil compliance permits pier rocking, 
damage in piers is generally reduced (rigid body rotation does not inflict damage) and hence, pier 
fragility per se is also reduced; what is not accounted for in this case is the irreparable damage of 
the rocking foundation, as well as the plastic deformations of the surrounding soil, since the 
relevant displacement and rotation are 25mm and 0.2 rad respectively, corresponding to low 
damage according to [47].  
A second observation from studying the fragilities at component level is that (as at system level) 
the adoption of a simpler SSI approach may indicate that soil-structure interaction has a 
detrimental effect on fragility, as is the case for instance of minor damage (LS1) which is increased 
by up to 10% (Figure 19).  
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A third, important, observation is that the probability of minor (LS1) and moderate (LS2) 
damage in the abutments is noticeably higher (up to 30%) when the embankment-bridge 
interaction is taken into consideration compared to the simplified approach where the abutment-
embankment system is only modelled through linear springs (Figure 21). Moderate damage (LS3) 
and collapse (LS4) probability are not affected by SSI modelling to the same extent. Overall, 
assessment of bridge fragility at system level, without refined consideration of the embankment-
bridge interaction may well suppress the significantly higher probability of pier foundation 
permanent rotation and abutment minor-to-moderate damage.  
 
 
 
Figure 19: Fragility curves for T7 bridge piers (longitudinal direction) assuming three alternative 
boundary conditions, with and without SSI consideration. 
 
 
 
Figure 20: Fragility curves for T7 bridge bearings (longitudinal direction) assuming three 
alternative boundary conditions, with and without SSI consideration. 
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Figure 21: Fragility curves for T7 bridge abutments (longitudinal direction) assuming three alternative 
boundary conditions, with and without SSI consideration. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
This study presents a comprehensive framework for assessing the seismic fragility of bridges, 
with particular emphasis on three aspects:  
(a) a more reliable (and suitable for SSI analysis) ground motion selection procedure where 
scaling factors are kept reasonably low (i.e., lower than 2.5), the motions are magnitude- 
and distance-dependent, and intensity-induced soil nonlinearities are taken into 
consideration through nonlinear site response analysis. 
(b) the embankment-bridge interaction is explicitly taken into consideration by means of a 
frequency- and intensity-dependent, analytical formulation, thus significantly enhancing 
the reliability of the fragility assessment, and 
(c) the effect of soil-structure interaction on bridge fragility is not only assessed at system 
level, as commonly done so far, but at component level as well, which is important, 
particularly in the design of retrofitting schemes.      
(d)  Based on fragility analysis of the case study bridge, the detailed SSI consideration results 
in lower probability of failure (positive effect) compared to simplified SSI consideration 
and fixed model at component and system level in general, except from the case of 
abutments, where detailed SSI consideration results in higher seismic fragility in both 
critical directions. The increased seismic displacements due to detailed SSI consideration 
together with dynamic mass participation of embankments for increased deformations, 
result in increased performance requirements at abutment location, for backwalls, seismic 
gaps and bearings. The effect of SSI consideration is more intense in the longitudinal 
direction since weak direction of abutment foundation is oriented towards this direction, 
therefore the applied boundary condition at the embankment is weak, allowing for 
increased embankment mass participation.   
The application of the above framework to an existing bridge reveals that the perception of a 
beneficial effect of soil-structure interaction on bridge fragility often conveyed from the literature 
is not necessarily valid, at least when bridge components are assessed. In fact, refined SSI 
modelling may lead to noticeably higher (can exceed 25~30%) probability of (minor and 
moderate) damage for the bridge abutments. It is also clear that even in cases where soil 
compliance and incoming motion filtering leads to reduced seismic demand and damage to the 
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bridge piers, the associated rocking of the pier bases can be significant - however for the current 
case study this is not the case-.Therefore, not only fragility assessment should take SSI effects into 
consideration, but the assessment should take place at both system and component levels, the 
latter also quantitatively accounting for potential damage at the pier-foundation interface.   
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